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Chapter 2
Extending and limiting selves:
a processual theory of sharing
Thomas Widlok
characterized by sharing, allowing researchers to collect rich data. Evolutionary anthropologists have done
their homework, as it were, in terms of their work on
sharing. They have worked out theoretical models
and used them as inspiration for systematically collecting empirical data. The onus is on the social and
cultural anthropologists to do the same by employing
alternative theoretical ideas, in this contribution more
specifically those emerging from practice theory and
processual social theory.
Self-critically social and cultural anthropologists
have to note that they have been hampered by two
things, firstly by an over-reliance on the gift-exchange
paradigm and secondly by a reluctance to connect
ethnographic case studies to comparative theories. As
I have pointed out elsewhere (Widlok 2017) there is –
still – a wide-spread notion that sharing phenomena
are covered by gift-exchange theory and there is of
course a great deal of work on the gift, not only by
Melanesianists. There are a number of reasons why
gift-exchange theory is so strong, with the result that
it features in all the main works of economic anthropology (e.g. by James Carrier, Marshall Sahlins, Chris
Gregory, Keith Hart and most recently by David Graeber). In all these works great care is given to establish
that the world knows and practices forms of transfer
that are not capitalist or market-oriented in nature.
However, in the alternatives described there is in
fact only limited ethnographic data on sharing. Conversely, there has been a growing opposition amongst
ethnographers who have worked on sharing to accept
that giving gifts and sharing are similar enough to
be covered by one theory. The discontent has been
expressed across all regions, see Rival (2000) for South
America, Kent (1993) for Africa, Lye (2004) for Southeast Asia, Bird-David (2005) for South Asia, and MacDonald (2000) for Australia. It is nicely summed up in
a text by Woodburn (1998) programmatically entitled
‘Sharing is not a form of exchange’, but it is mirrored

For a long time explanations of sharing have been
proposed primarily from the position of evolutionary
theory, more specifically from behavioural ecology.
Considerable research has been conducted with
reference to what are now often considered complementary modules within the evolutionary model,
such as reciprocal altruism, tolerated scrounging,
kin selection, and costly signalling to name the most
common ones.1 Anthropologists who felt uncomfortable with underlying assumptions of these models, or
with evolutionary approaches more generally, tend
to resort to a descriptive ‘culturalist’ approach that
highlights the particularities of specific ethnographic
cases and the cultural meanings attached to sharing by
the agents themselves. This contribution proposes that
there is room for theoretical models of sharing that are
comparative and explanatory – and which have a temporal, processual dimension – while not relying on the
assumptions of behavioural ecology. I discuss these
theoretical ideas under the labels ‘extending self’ and
‘limiting self’. Reference is made to hunter-gatherer
ethnography but also to examples from consumerist
societies. After briefly discussing some shortcomings
of evolutionary theory the chapter outlines ideas of
extending self and limiting self and the theoretical
purchase that they provide before ending with some
remarks on remaining challenges for future research
in this field.
What is wrong with evolutionary models of
sharing?
It is important to underline how productive evolutionary theory has been for research on sharing since
a lot of empirical research has been inspired by evolutionary models. This has proven very valuable in
particular in the field of hunter-gatherer studies where
these models have been influential at a time when
many hunter-gatherer economies were still heavily
25
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from cases like the Ache which get about 80 per cent
of their provisions through sharing at any one time.
This suggests a linear increase of sharing in terms of
quantity and breadth. The anthropologically more
intriguing question, however, is what happens once
sharing has been established among human foragers,
i. e. once cultural variation sets in. The most striking
feature of the evolution of sharing is not so much that
it has emerged but rather that it has become so variable
and versatile in human culture. Other primates have
survived into the presence without (much) sharing
and in many societies in human history sharing is suppressed or side-lined in the face of market exchanges
and the giving of alms or gifts.
Even if we accept for a moment an evolutionary
scenario of hunter-gatherers, agriculturalists and
industrial and post-industrial society of today as being
representative of evolutionary stages it seems that we
do not get a continuation of a linear development.
Rather, we may get closer to a sort of bell shape or
sinoid curve where sharing peaks among foragers
but then gets limited by increasing gift-exchange and
market exchange systems. We have not reached the
end of the curve and it is currently being discussed in
how far sharing through social media, the internet, the
so-called sharing economy etc. is or is not an increase
of sharing compared to what we had before. The question is not easy to answer. While sharing instances may
have increased in absolute terms the problem remains
to establish what proportion of all transfers are sharing
transfers, how they are intertwined with other (and
conditioned by) forms of transfer and whether there
is a classification of transfer forms that can easily be
applied across time and space. In any case, whatever
the evolutionary forces that allowed sharing to emerge
in the evolution of life, the diversity of historical trajectory since makes it implausible that this is all there
is to what enable or inhibits sharing in the further
course of development.
Sharing, it seems, is underdeveloped among
animals, including non-human primates and other
social animals who may occasionally help each other
but very rarely share food or other items. Similarly,
sharing has also been considered to be decreasing in
human society under conditions of growing social
complexity since the Neolithic introduction of animal
and plant domestication (see Marlowe 2004). What
happens once sharing has become a part the repertoire of modes of transfer amongst humans but with
changing articulations and emphases? The scale and
the particular shape that sharing takes in some human
social settings (but not in others) is not explained by a
general evolutionary benefit for wide-ranging sharing.
Since sharing as a practice seems to thrive particularly

in other contributions (e.g. Hunt 2000) and this critique
has been put forward also by anthropologists working
outside the hunter-gatherer domain (see Gell 1999, 88).
The fact that the equation between gift-exchange and
sharing has been reproduced despite the heavy weight
of evidence against it may be attributed to the general
influence of Marcel Mauss’ ideas in all quarters of
present-day mainstream anthropology. It seems that
the situation is now finally changing since it has been
sinking in that sharing is a mode of transfer in its own
right and that it is in most respects very different from
gift giving. Claims that ‘in practice, there is no strict
boundary between what is exchanging and what is
sharing’ (Honoré, this volume) need to be qualified in
the face of a large body of ethnography that pinpoints
a great deal of differences between exchanging and
sharing – particularly when looking at the practice
itself. Providing an outline of a distinct theory of sharing beyond the description of individual ethnographic
cases will facilitate this process.
Before engaging in this task, however, a few
words are in order to justify the claim that current
evolutionary theory in itself is not sufficient to provide
a comprehensive theory of human sharing. This is not
the place to engage fully with the matter but a few
points need to be highlighted. There are fundamental
critiques of evolutionary theory, be it of the creationist
type that rocks US American academia regularly or the
more sophisticated philosophical type of critique that,
for instance, Tim Ingold continues to raised (Ingold
2007, 2013, 2015) or that has been explored by Deacon
(2012). There is also a diversity of approaches and
positions out there that are usually covered under
the label ‘cultural evolution’ (see Richerson & Christiansen 2013). In the context at hand, some more modest should be made. They concern firstly, the problem
of establishing the relative importance of sharing once
it has become a regular part of the human repertoire
and secondly, the problem of explaining sharing solely
in terms of its outcome (adaptation, selection, fitness)
and not in terms of its ongoing social dynamics.
The problem of historical diversity
Consider first the evidence about sharing compiled by
primatologists. Jaeggle & Gurven (2013) have summarized the evidence about sharing among primates and
found that there is a broad correlation to be found:
As you go up the phylogenetic tree of apes there is
more sharing, or rather sharing broadens up from
sharing with offspring only, to including partners
and it only becomes really widespread among one
species, namely humans. On the whole the instances of
sharing in non-humans are far and apart, miles away
26
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other ways available of making a living and of satisfying one’s needs? Moreover, we may ask the same
questions not only with regard to material outcomes
such as calories and objects but also other benefits such
as pleasure and excitement (see Lewis, this volume).
After all, pleasure is not limited to having a certain
item at the end of the day but it is in the pursuit of
shared activities, in the way in which items may connect people and in the ‘participation in moments of
intense sociality’ (Lewis, this volume) as well as in the
anticipation and memory of these moments.
When seeking to trace the particular conditions
that enable and maintain sharing (or – as the case may
be – disable and prevent it) it is useful to turn to the
ethnographic record that provides this kind of information. Elsewhere (Widlok 2013) I have summarized
these conditions under the headings of establishing
relatedness, modes of conversation and presence.
Here, I want to highlight that there is a temporal
dimension to these conditions. Sequence does matter in sharing as social practice. It is not sufficient to
know ‘who ended up having what’ since there is no
end to the transfers (see above) and since giving after
receiving is different from receiving after having given
just as it matters who demands what from whom at
which stage of a set of ‘waves’ of sharing (Fig. 2.1) that
ethnographers around the world have documented
(see Widlok 2017, 9).
The theories that are grounded in ethnography and that are discussed in this contribution are
non-evolutionary in at least two senses. Firstly, they
re-install human agency to the picture. Instead of
assuming ‘selfish genes’ or some other homunculus to
which the ultimate driving force of evolution is being
ascribed (as criticized by Deacon 2012), the starting
point is human practice in terms of both, choices made
by humans in particular settings as well as the unintended consequences of their actions. Secondly, they
invert the common sequence in evolutionary theory
that seeks to establish relevant patterns in simple settings and organisms and assumes that these can then
be upscaled to the more complex settings where, for
instance, social and cultural institutions play a major
role. The theories introduced in the next section rely
on sharing as it is observable today as habitual practice that forms part of complex human behaviour.
Habits and habitualization can explain patterns over
time (back in time as well as forward in time) without
the need to assume that there is a single closed set of
‘natural laws’ at work at all levels of complexity. At
the same time the theories of personhood to be introduced shortly nevertheless have a strong temporal
dimension. Previous attempts to make anthropological theories of personhood fruitful to archaeology

well under the rather specialized conditions of egalitarian societies, anthropologists have tried to pinpoint
some of the cultural factors that foster sharing, and
those that inhibit it. The comparison is not between
humans and animals but between humans in a wide
variety of cultural settings: Why do Nayaka (Bird-David 1990) have a cultural cosmology of a ‘giving
environment’ (and most of their Indian neighbours do
not), why do Hadza (Woodburn 1982) have a strong
‘cultural obligation’ to share (and the neighbouring
African farmers do not), and why do indigenous Australians (but not other Australians) have a ‘relational
ontology’ about persons, an ontology that reproduces
sharing even in the contemporary welfare economy
(Macdonald 2000; Peterson 2013)?
A number of important ideas have been formulated in the process, for instance the importance
of demand in sharing (Peterson 1993), the tension
between autonomy and collectivity in sharing (Myers
1988), the importance of scale and kin (Bird-David
2017) and the importance of presence (Widlok 2017)
to name but a few. Moreover, there are now some
attempts to move towards a non-evolutionary theory
of sharing to be outlined further below.
The problem of outcome
Evolutionary theories of sharing have focused on the
beneficial outcomes of sharing at societal and individual level. This is because at the face of it, sharing
– in particular sharing with non-genetically related
individuals – seems to challenge deeply engrained
notions according to which evolution is all about
ensuring the survival of individuals and their genetic
heritage. Sharing sustenance with other organisms
that are genetically unrelated undermines Darwinian
assumptions about competition and selection. More
considerate work under the evolutionary paradigm
has therefore conceded that not all practices can be
traced back to a particular ‘fitness benefit’ (Kelly 1995,
177) and that the evolutionary benefits of sharing
may be ‘between-species advantages’ that can outweigh any disadvantages that sharers may suffer in
as individuals (Marlowe 2004). However, the focus
on outcomes continues to be a problem. It has been
remarked that thinking of sharing only in terms of the
distribution of amounts of calories falls short of what
sharing achieves (Hyndman 1985) but there is a more
general point to be made here. As Abbott (2016, 4) has
recently pointed out: ‘The social process doesn’t have
outcomes. It just keeps on going.’ What exactly keeps
sharing going if it is not an optimal quantifiable outcome, a net gain of calories? What are the conditions
under which sharing thrives even though there are
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ual’ or ‘group’ do not apply (see Bird-David 2017 and
comments). There is no room here to discuss the issue
except to point out that, firstly, sharing is a recognizable phenomena beyond forager cases and therefore
needs an analytic language that applies across these
cases, that, secondly, an exclusive attention on kin
relations is not appropriate because sharing in many
settings goes beyond kin (in whatever definition),
and, thirdly, the notion of universal self as ‘a centre of
being’ and selves as ‘loci of experience’ (Morris 1994,
14) is not to be confused with the notion of individual
as society’s ‘pre-given […] primary moral and political
units’ (Bird-David, this volume). I think it is instructive to see how sharing is scaled up (or down) among
foragers who encounter kin and non-kin as much as
among the neighbours and peers that encounter one
another on digital platforms. Starting with selves is
not to buy into consumerist assumptions of calculating
individuals but it allows us to describe different ‘cultural models of self’ (see Hewlett et al., this volume)
and how relations and relatives are made relevant in
sharing activities in the first place.
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This theory of sharing as extending the self builds on
what Nurit Bird-David (2005, 207) has called ‘entangled identities’ or ‘joined lives’ and what Russell
Belk (2010, 724) has tried to bring into an account of
‘extending the self’ that can help to explain variation
in the intensity and breadth of sharing. These ideas
built on the ‘sharing in’ rather than the ‘sharing out’, in
other words it is not the dispersal of property that is at
the centre of attention but how transfers bring together
and unite people. Or, as I have put it elsewhere (2004,
61) the focus is not on giving and receiving but on
‘extending the circle of people who can enjoy the
benefits of the share resource’.
In Belk’s model the key to sharing is that those
who are close to us are treated as ‘part of our extended
self’ so that ‘sharing with them is like sharing with self’
(2010, 724). This is why sharing takes place, above all,
within the immediate family circle even in highly commercialized contemporary societies. When children
take food that their parents have bought and placed
in the fridge, when they use the facilities of their
family home etc. it would be wrong to consider this
following an abstract rule of reciprocity because there
is no movement between two units. Anthropologists
are generally in agreement with this observation since
this kind of relatedness has been reported for many
kinship systems. However, it is important to note that
people who share their home and their resources in
this way need not be genetically related, nor do they

Figure 2.1. The waves of sharing (following Bahuchet
1990 and Widlok 2017).
have adopted the idea that there are different types
of personhood for instance individual versus dividual
(partible/permeable) personhood (see Fowler 2004).2
The idea pursued in the remainder of this contribution
is that it is not so much cultural types we are dealing
with but rather partly conflicting tendencies to change
the dynamics of personhood, more specifically to
extend self and to limit self. Both tendencies may be
present at the same time in human society thereby
explaining the fact that there is no linear increase or
decrease to be observed with regard to human sharing – and that it cannot be explained with reference
to outcome alone. Forager specialists are reluctant to
consider theories of self for understanding sharing
(see Bird-David, this volume) so that some clarification
is necessary here. Moving from particular (indexical)
observations to (de-indexicalized) constellations is
a problem for every ethnography, not just those of
hunter-gatherers. As soon as we use categories like
‘sharing’ or ‘kin’ we always generalize to some degree
beyond the individual cases that are never entirely
alike. With regard to foragers, however, it has been
claimed that their ‘pluripresent kinship’ is so different
that to talk about their sharing terms such as ‘individ28
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While some core notion of self, as a sentient centre of
experiencing the world, is a good candidate for a cultural universal among humans, the various forms of
establishing personhood as extended self is culturally
very diverse. It requires considerable imagination and
complex processes of consciousness to recognize a self
as a person since that person need not be congruent
with an individual body. As humans we are used to
the fact that one and the same individual may act as
different persons in different context and moreover
that there are ‘legal’ persons which are either not
tied to a human body (e.g. modern corporations)
or that go beyond individuals (e.g. clans). We have
also become accustomed to objects that can come to
stand for particular persons (in religious shrines, or
in bureaucratic or digital forms of identification) just
as foragers may engage interpersonally with animals
and landscape features. As Bloch (2013) has pointed
out, humans not only entertain a transactional sense
of person but also a transcendental one. When thinking about sharing and when practicing sharing we
not only conduct transactions with other individual
bodies but our sharing is motivated and framed by
the ways in which we ‘transcendentally’ conceive of
the others as persons, as selves connected to our self
and at times as constitution a single aggregated self.
By contrast, recognizing personhood in oneself
and in others is either absent or very limited among
animals and therefore can also explain the relative
absence of sharing among non-humans. Moreover,
given that personhood is subject to cultural imagination, it is also not surprising that there is considerable diversity in the ways in which people recognize
personhood and determine what the relevant ‘selves’
are and how far they extends. Again, the diversity of
personhood concepts can therefore help to explain
that sharing varies so widely in its intensity and width
among human groups. For archaeology, this means
that when trying to reconstruct sharing relations in
any one place the attempt has to be made to elicit as
closely as possible the concepts and boundaries of
personhood in the place and time one is dealing with.
Above all, it is productive to understand that extending
the self (as a constructing selves) is a dynamic process.
While there may be prevalent notions of personhood
in particular ‘cultures’, there is also some evidence that
the extension of self can shift as individuals grow and
undergo stages in their biography but also according
to situational conditions in particular social constellations. The examples that come most readily to mind
are children who grow up to learn (or unlearn) certain
forms of sharing (see Schäfer 2014) and the participants
of ‘effervescent’ rituals that entice ‘demand participation’ and also ‘sharing’ (see Widlok 1999).

necessarily consider one another to be kin. Rather, in
Belk’s theory, it is not necessarily kin that makes people share but also sharing that effectively extends the
self. Moreover, there may be other cultural practices
and conditions that effectively extend the prevalent
notion of self which then in turn allows them to extend
the group of people with whom they share. Instead
of assuming that an individual (fixed in terms of its
extension of self) has to altruistically overcome set
boundaries we are, according to Belk, dealing with
a single unit that is feeding itself. This ‘aggregate
extended self’ (Belk 2010, 725) has been constituted
through numerous habitualized activities which
create and maintain its boundaries. In other words,
the ‘training’ that leads people to develop sharing
as a skill is based on the many everyday activities in
which people extend their selves. As Belk notes, what
works most readily in many immediate families can
also work more or less effectively among peers in
an age-set such as the student hostels or flat shares
(see Widlok 2017, 104–5). In small bands of foragers
these everyday acts of bonding and extending the
self are regularly trained as has been documented
ethnographically (see, for instance, Marshall 1961).
Belk, being a researcher in consumer studies, points
out that extending the self can also be anchored in
commercial settings, for instance in the practices of
co-consumers sharing a brand of clothes (Belk 2010,
726) or those sharing files on the internet (see Widlok
2017, 142). Extending the self in this way is by no
means ‘natural’ or an inescapable evolutionary law
since there are also many activities that work against
such an extension, typically when people engage in
direct competition with one another or when exercising exclusivist practices for instance in systems of
consumption as distinction (Bourdieu 1979). Here the
extension of self is greatly restricted, or rather one may
speak of an amplification of self in demarcating oneself from others (by increasing status, reputation and
distinction) rather than of extending the self towards
others. Similarly, insisting on drawing the boundaries
of the ethnic or other ‘we’ group ever more narrowly
in face-to-face interaction (Widlok 2015) extends the
self in a restrictive way since it only includes certain
members of a ‘we’ group and thereby also ‘un-trains’
what is needed in order to realize widespread sharing.
The theory of sharing as extending self has not
only cross-cultural plausibility. Rather, it can help to
explain the variation of sharing in different cultural
systems because the extension of aggregate selves
varies across (sub)cultures, and more generally over
time and across situations. The theory can therefore
explain why sharing is so widespread and broad
among humans and why it is so culturally diverse.
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food may use not only words but also their gaze or
outstretched arm and body posture to underline their
request. Those who have may initially turn their gaze
and their body away before attending to the person
making the request (as seen in Figure 2.2). More
generally speaking a demand made only vocally,
often across distance, is much less effective and often
half-jokingly than a demand that is underlined by
appropriate gazes, body gestures and postures. This
makes sharing much more dependent on indexical
acts in a particular situation than other forms of
transfer which rely on specific and recognized obligations to return, considered ‘on record’ by both
giver and receiver. Explicit demands may underline
the presence of the person trying to elicit a share but
frequently it is a ‘silent demand’ (Løgstrup 1997) that
can be nuanced in many ways – just as the responses
to these demands. ≠Akhoe Hai//om approach one
another’s fire places regularly when the occupant of
the fire place is able to share something. The goal is
to make that person recognize the presence, to recognize that people are constantly in need and therefore
should be given a share. The fact that presence (and
the recognition of presence) is often silent is relevant
insofar as this pre-discursiveness also helps to explain
why children learn these strategies so early in life. It
also explains why sharing is typically considered a
strong moral obligation even if there is no body of
codified rules that would need to go along with it. The
pressure to share is ‘felt’ through presence. Paradoxically, a direct demand is relatively easy to fend off.
In foraging camp one often hears people shout from
afar, including demands of various sorts. But many
of these demands or questions are not responded to,
and if people respond they can counter the demand
either by claiming that there is not enough, by lying

Limiting the self
Belk’s theory of extending self is good to think with
and it takes us a forward in explaining cultural diversity as well as recurring patterns in human sharing
(for a further critique, see Widlok 2017; John 2016).
However, –this is only half the story because humans
not only have the capacity to extend selves and personhood. Their notion of self and person is also critically
conditioned by the human ability to limit one another
as selves and to reflect on the limits of their selves
as being ‘threatened’ by their own finiteness and by
being limited by death. In other words, humans not
only have the capability of extending theirs selves in
many different ways but also face the necessity to deal
with the limiting of their selves in at least two ways,
in the finiteness and limitation of their earthly lives
and in being constantly confronted and limited by
other selves around them. Being limited by others is
a precondition for establishing a self in the first place
but, again, this limitation does not come ‘naturally’
since animals seem not to experience it in this way.
Rather, human ways of organizing social co-presence
(or sociality) and of creating institutions with which
we remind one another of the finiteness of our lives,
are above all cultural ways.
Take the way of creating and recognizing
‘presence’ in social interaction as an example. As I
have pointed out elsewhere (Widlok 2017) physical
presence is the prototypical means for prompting
sharing. Figure 2.2 shows screenshots from footage
taken among ≠Akhoe Hai//om foragers in northern
Namibia who recognize ‘hanging around in order to
get a share’ as an important social institution. Video
analysis allows us to see how subtle presence and
demands are made and managed. Those demanding

Figure 2.2. Screenshots from a field video documenting sharing among ≠Akhoe Hai//om.
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being close to D and E and typically the inability to
be close to all of them at the same time (see Fig. 2.2).
Cutting a longer story short one of the main
results of the everyday experience of a limited self
is that humans realize that they can go beyond their
own limited opportunities by drawing on the support of others but that in turn endless and limitless
accumulation is impossible. They not only experience
this early in life but throughout their lives, above all
through the death (and mortality) of every particular
other with whom they share their lives. Evolutionist
approaches only take account of death as a general
possibility (an ultimate outcome), not as an individual
certainty that colours how humans lead their lives.
In evolutionary conceptions any one individual only
needs any others for transmitting one’s own genes into
future generations. For some genes to be transmitted
across generations they require some humans who
carry them and who die in the process but it does not
matter who these carriers are and who exactly dies at
what point in time, or before whom.
The social process of developing a sense of self is
set in motion by demands that others make for something that I, as the owner, thereby may start to consider
to be ‘mine’. A man or a woman can only gain a sense
of self and act meaningfully on the basis of this sense of
‘me and mine’ when he or she is limited by others and
their demands. The prerequisite of developing a sense
of self, of being someone in particular who is limited
by others who are equally particular is a twofold finiteness, namely being finite with regard to others and
being finite with regard to the extension of one’s life
-and that of others (Marten 1987). Humans ‘essentially’
live in non-essentialized existences, they are always
encounter one another in particular relations due to
their limited selves, as junior or senior, as children or
parents, as husband or wife and so forth. Whether a
demand for a share is made and whether it is being met
depends on these specificities, the ways in which we
relate to others at particular points in time and in space.
The human capacity to distinguish one another along
these specificities is the reason why sharing varies in
social relationships. It also explains why it grows exponentially when crossing the threshold to humanity.
It is not only an extension of the person beyond the
individual (see Belk 2010) but also establishing a notion
of personhood and personal relations in the first place –
primarily through realizing that persons and relations
are finite and do not extend endlessly. Sharing depends
on the ways in which humans are able to distinguish
and understand relationships and lived practice. It is
not a strategy that is hard-wired in genetic, cognitive
or behavioural programmes but a skill that is built up
across a multitude of sharing events.

that they have anything, at all, or by making promises
for the future. Physical presence at the fire place is
much harder to ignore. The presence of others limits those who cook food and to the degree that this
presence is culturally constructed and constitutes a
social practice, that of limiting, and there is a distinct
time-dimension involved since presence can grow
with time (when bystanders refuse to leave) or it can
diminish with time (when visitors have not re-visited
for a long time).
This is not only the case around the fire place
but more generally true. When visiting another camp
the newly arrived ≠Akhoe Hai//om quietly sit under a
tree or at the margins of the camp, seen by everyone
but formally not yet arrived, not yet recognized as
arrivals. It usually takes a while as locals may finish
what they are currently doing, may get dressed or
may light a pipe before they greet the visitors and
thereby recognize their presence. Once they are recognized, visitor may stay on for considerable time,
receiving a share of the local food and sometime
turning into ‘regular’ co-residents after some time.
The presence-sharing nexus is continually trained.
Approaching people and being present is read as
a positive silent demand and turning away from
people, splitting up, separating oneself and avoiding
co-presence is read as a negative response to these
demands. ‘Demand sharing’ has been used in the literature to label sharing prompted by voiced demands
initiated by those who want to receive something
(see Peterson 1993). But one could go further than
that by suggesting that there is no sharing without
a demand in a somewhat wider sense of sharing a
demand. By ‘sharing a demand’ I mean the human
ability to recognize that a fellow human shares one’s
demands such as eating regularly, having a place to
stay and so forth. This awareness is implicated in the
way in which we share our lives with one another in
which we can – and need to – fulfil our needs through
others and others through us. All human life is limited
by death but more specifically this limitation creates
linearity and unrepeatability, the characteristic temporality of human life which implies that an action
A carried out after action B is never quite the same as
an action B carried out after action A, and indeed an
action A carried out before action B (see Abbott 2016,
xii). It does matter as to when a demand is posed in
the sequence of sharing waves (see Fig. 2.1). Those
who successfully demanded something in the first
wave, for instance, are often subject to demands at
the second wave. It is difficult to hold on to something extra after all others have finished their share.
Moreover, there is also a spatial limiting dimension
in that A being close to B and C is different from A
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resources were processed. This reflects the position
of those who have something and face the question
of what to do with this resource, whether to keep
it, trade it, give it away or discard it. What deserves
equal attention, however, is the position of those who
do not have but who may want to make a request. As
Hewlett et al. (this volume) point out ‘proximity is an
important predicator of sharing’ so that we need to
investigate the conditions that provide opportunities
to request and the creation of spatial proximity is very
important in this context. Archaeologists find it easier
to recognize sharing as ‘dividing of material goods’
in their record rather than sharing as ‘multiplying
immaterial things’ (see Honoré, this volume). But it
is important to note that ‘sharing a visit’ or shared
participation in an event may leave material traces,
too, in particular when we consider how spatial
arrangements influence the opportunities to request.
Comparing Figures 2.3 and 2.4 provides a first impression how much the spatial (and social) permeability
of a place conditions these opportunities. Figure 2.3
is a small foraging camp of a ≠Akhoe Hai//om person
in the north of Namibia. The place is accessible from
many different directions, the spatial structure gives
little opportunity for hiding anything from sight or
from keeping visitors at a distance. Conversely, it
gives plenty of opportunity for approaching the residents, for knowing what they do and what they have
and for requesting a share. Figure 2.4 is a homestead
of Owambo agro-pastoralists in the very same region
of Namibia with its characteristic palisade fence, its
embeddedness in a cultivated field and its wooden
huts. While the ≠Akhoe Hai//om hut is a permeable
spatial structure in which anyone can easily get access
to the hearth and the fire places of others, this homestead has a much lower permeability (see also Widlok
1999). The relative impermeable spatial structure
corresponds to a relative impermeable social structure since even inside the homestead space is highly
structured with a designated place for visitors and for
different categories of residents. Getting at the hut of
the homestead owner in such a structure takes time
and effort as one needs to pass by the huts of unmarried boys, the kitchen, and the places of the women in
the household before getting to the homestead owner.
Note that this is a matter of relative permeability and
impermeability. Compared to some more recent spatial structures, for instance the ‘gated communities’
now advertised all over Africa and the rest of the
world (Fig. 2.5), the Owambo homestead has in turn
a somewhat higher permeability. This is because the
spatial structures are the aggregate result of a host
of activities over time, building activities as much as
dwelling activities and more generally activities of

The analytical purchase of the new theories of
sharing
As mentioned before, there have been successful
attempt to make anthropological ideas about personhood fruitful for the long-term perspective and
for the kind of evidence that archaeologists may be
able to establish (see Fowler 2004). To begin with the
ideas of extending and limiting the self may help us
to rephrase the well-known tripartite scheme that
Marcel Mauss for gift giving, namely the sequence
of the obligation to give, to receive and to return (see
Mauss 2002). Note that these ‘obligations’ are principal and timeless in nature, one has always got the
obligation to give, to accept and to return a gift. On
the background of what was discussed above with
regard to the limits and finiteness of life that create a
specific temporality for human sharing, it is possible
to think of sharing transfers not so much in terms of
obligations but in terms of opportunities, more specifically the opportunity to ask (others), the opportunity
to respond (to others) and the opportunity to let go (for
others). Along the lines of a processual social theory
one may ask as to what conditions create and foster
these opportunities and whether there are conditions
that prevent these opportunities to emerge. While the
notion of ‘obligations’ immediately begs the question
as to what social power or institution is enforcing these
obligations, the notion of ‘opportunities’ makes it easier to see how the observable patterns have emerged
out of myriad of individual actions without any larger
entity being necessarily in place. Moreover, the conditions for opportunities may be easier to trace than
the impact of large external agencies, especially when
turning towards the past and the long-term. As Abbott
(2016, 5) has argued, continuity over time may be more
readily ascribed to the biological, memorial and substantive ‘historicality’ of individuals who carry forth
the past in their habitual practice (which in turn leave
residues in their individual bodies) leading their lives
rather than to institutions or organizations trying to
engineer these lives. Instead of imagining ‘large social
forces that push little individuals around’ (Abbott
2016, 4), a processual approach takes the responses
of individuals taking their opportunities that open up
under certain conditions as a lead.
The opportunity to request
By replacing ‘the obligation to give’ with ‘the opportunity to request’ the potential recipient rather than
the forced giver becomes the focus of attention. The
distribution of resource sites is regularly recorded in
archaeology, and so is the distribution of sites where
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Figure 2.3. Small foraging
camp of a ≠Akhoe Hai//om
person in the north of
Namibia.

Figure 2.4. An Owambo
agro-pastoralist homestead in
northern Namibia.

Figure 2.5. Advertisement
for a gated community in
Nairobi, Kenya (2015).
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remember that the larger and largest part of the
structure that individuals bring forward from the
past into the present is located in their own bodies
and selves. It is their memories as well as their record
of past nutrition, diseases, movements, (sexual) relations and so forth that leaves residues in their physical bodies (see Abbott 2016, 6). The extension and
limiting of selves are culturally variable and they are
tightly connected to social practices such as sharing.
Relatives and co-residents participate in one another’s lives. The more they share their life (in terms of
residence, diet, hygiene and so forth) the more they
retain a record of one another, including one another’s habits. In other words, by looking at physical
remains of co-resident persons comparatively (signs
of nutritional stress or of food consumption reflected
in tooth records for instance) one can get hints about
the prevalence of sharing over time and even in
the distant past. Sharing, it could be hypothesized,
not only improves the health of a population but it
may also make a group of people more alike both in
terms of how healthy and unhealthy features can be
reconstructed from the human remains. Conversely,
if co-resident individuals show distinctive features
with regard to these physical features, we may
hypothesize successful strategies of avoiding sharing,
of responding negatively to demands or of being able
to live autonomous lives. When anthropologists think
about ‘opportunities to respond’ they tend to think
ethnographically about linguistic responses, speech
acts or intercorporeal actions in face-to-face settings.
However, these ‘responses’ may also be read much
more broadly and much deeper in time as responses
which leave traces in individual bodies. If sharing is
a particular habit, a habit that is regularly brought
about by certain conditions, we need to look more
closely at what the traces of these habits are in the
physical bodies of those who practice sharing.

regulating distance and nearness. When discussing
Belk’s notion of ‘extended self’ above, it became clear
that this extension is by no means natural or inevitable
since there are always practices that counteract the
extension of self, creating impermeable space is one
of them that can be read in the anthropological and
archaeological record.
The opportunity to respond
‘The opportunity to respond’ importantly includes the
opportunity to deflect or dodge a demand for sharing.
The most common strategy amongst foragers to do
so is mobility, moving away so that one is no longer
subject to demands. But not only people come and go,
opportunities, too, come and go so that sharing has not
only got some depth of time, a chronology, but above
all an appropriateness of time, a kairology. As I have
explained in more detail elsewhere (Widlok 2017),
sharing is all about timing. Premature giving is problematic because it interferes with personal autonomy
and has the potential of creating dependency. Belated
giving (i.e. hoarding) also is problematic and can create
harsh reactions and the practices of others that anthropologists have discussed under the notion of ‘levelling
mechanism’. Giving in too readily into inappropriate
demands (what the Australians call ‘humbugging’)
and responding sufficiently to a response is what the
temporal skill of sharing is all about. Having received
something in one wave of sharing makes you subject
to demands by others who have not as yet received.
It is therefore important to move beyond the common
recording of ‘amounts shared’ and give more attention
to these waves of sharing (see Fig. 2.1) because ethnographers across the world agree that making your claim
at the right time is what enables sharing.
It is a challenge for archaeologists to document
as to who intermingled with whom and in which
time rhythm at any particular site. However, what
the long-term record, in particular of physical human
remains, may disclose is the effects of rhythm and
regularities in habitual practice over a long time. If
everything is changing all the time, the challenge is
to understand where stability comes from. Given
what is known today about implicit knowledge and
cultural skills being engrained in individual bodies
it is likely that much of the social stability of social
systems in which sharing is prevalent is due to the
physical continuity of individuals whose lives overlap and who train one another in the important skills
of life – including things such as the right timing in
sharing. Traces of a living self are left with the wider
social landscape that has interacted with that person
over time. Having said that, it is also important to

The opportunity to renounce
Turner (1999) has introduced the term ‘renouncing’
to the discussion but one may also speak of ‘to let
go’ since this is one way in which foragers typically
phrase the fact that things are gained and things are
lost. Renunciation has a connotation of active striving for relinquishing things which need not always
be present. The renouncer may not be happy about
having lost something to someone else, just as many
foragers resist and bemoan the fact that they are being
pressured to share but ultimately has to comply. It is
also important to note that this letting go or renouncing is different from the strategic ‘sacrificing’ that
religious or worldly utopian thought. In the latter case
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selling). However, the practice of limiting selves, in
terms of mortal selves that have no ancestral power
about the living and no justification based on a utopian
life after death, are reflected in both, the way the dead
are being treated and in the role of sharing. Learning to
let go takes place in both instances. Sharing decreases
when humans are culturally less exposed to our own
finiteness and to that of others, typically as a result of
ideologies that deflect and bracket out this finiteness.
If the good that really counts is to be found in an
afterlife or at the level of abstract groups or nations,
then the realization of goods in sharing can easily take
second place. Learning to become a skilled sharer is
not acquired once and for all through early socialization in childhood. Rather, the training continues in a
life-long way and it culminates in the ability to be able
to let go of what one accumulates in the course of a
lifetime and ultimately to let go of one’s life itself. The
daily routines of sharing enable individuals in these
societies that cultivate sharing to also cope with the
fact that ‘shrouds have no pockets’. However, the logic
works both ways: A society in which the recognition
of human finiteness is appreciated and cultivated also
provides fertile ground for the development of sharing
practices in the everyday.
When persons die, they do not just die for themselves but can be said to die for one another, the death
of others being a constant reminder of one’s own
finiteness. Many hunter-gatherers like the ≠Akhoe
Hai//om are renowned for their insistence that the
dead are truly dead, that they have had their live.
The living do not ‘owe’ them anything in that sense,
at least not more than they owe to the social beings
with whom they continue to share their lives on a
daily basis. In their practices giving up life in death is
not ‘traded in’ for a better life in the way as proposed
by many book-based religions or political ideologies.
There is also no attempt to convince oneself (or others) that it the value of giving up things in sharing
is compensated for the prospect of a utopian future
where one has everything. Sharing, as I have formulated it elsewhere (2004) realizes its intrinsic good of
extending the circle of those who can access a good.
By contrast, many worldviews suggest that individual
lives, however miserable, gain their meaning through
membership in a larger metaphysical body, be it the
‘house’, ‘clan’, ‘nation’, a ‘church’ or ‘the scientific
community’. I have emphasized the importance of
a recognition of the finiteness of life in many hunter-gatherer societies. The ‘transactional’ character of
sharing deflates any ‘transcendental’ units such as ‘the
house’ that may be established through other means
(see Bloch 2013). It will be worth investigating in detail
whether there is a correlation in the long term record

it is part of a do-ut-des (I give so that you may give)
strategy, giving up so that one achieves eternal life
or a better life for future generations or for humanity
in the abstract. The renouncing involved in sharing
is not directed towards a utopian resolution. Rather,
the expectation is that within a lifetime everyone who
has forgone something also receives opportunities to
request again which can start a new sequence, but not
endlessly given the realization that lives and selves are
finite (see above).
Part of the specific temporality of sharing is due
to the fact that sharing comes to an end when requests
come to an end and when shared presence come to an
end. This explains the puzzling fact why in foraging
societies with high sharing intensity old and frail people may be left alone and may not get extra support.
It is explicable on the grounds that their presence in
terms of their ability to make requests may be diminishing, too. An ancestor system (like in Africa), by
contrast, in which old people can make lasting claims
on the young, even beyond their death, is more likely
to stimulate specific gift-giving obligations rather
than sharing. If it is true that sharing is all about being
mortal, about realizing the limits of self, and about
being prepared to let go of things, and the world,
when the time comes then it may be possible to predict
from the burial habits how entrenched sharing is in a
particular setting. There is ethnographic evidence to
support this point.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 are pictures from burial sites
of two different contemporary Khoisan groups in
southern Africa. One is a ≠Akhoe Hai//om graveyard
in which graves are not marked. Relatives and residents typically do not know who is buried where and
they never visit the graves. The other one is a ≠Aonin
Nama graveyard in the coastal Namib Desert. This a
group has adopted a modest degree of monumentalism since graves are clearly marked, they are made to
last, and they are (at least nowadays) explicitly made
at a site to which people regularly turn to celebrate
their cultural heritage enshrined in the graves of
ancestors, in particular of their chiefs, and for making
claims of land and succession to office. The two grave
types closely correlate with a high incidence of sharing in the first case and a more developed system of
gift-exchange and mutual obligation and dependence
in the second case. It is probably not possible to read
off the importance of sharing from the prevalent types
of gravesite (or vice versa) in any categorical way. For
instance, graves among the ≠Anoin Nama are diverse,
some more ‘monumental’ than others, reflecting the
stratification of this society. And in many San groups
sharing occurs side-by-side with other forms of transfer (e.g. hxaro gift exchange or nowadays buying and
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Figure 2.6. ≠Akhoe Hai//om
burial ground.

Figure 2.7. ≠Aonin Nama
burial ground.

between evidence for such ‘transcendental’ units,
the ‘fictitious selves’ that humans have the ability to
create, and the evidence for sharing.

go of a particular status vis-a-vis others is therefore
an everyday experience but one that is culturally
entrenched in very different ways in different cultural
contexts. It is also a genuine human trait and therefore
an explanation for the considerable differences to be
found between wide-spread sharing among humans
and rather restricted sharing among non-humans.
Correspondingly, the notions of ‘extending self’ and
of ‘limiting self’ can become the productive cores from
which one may develop a more comprehensive theory
of sharing. In an attempt to connect these anthropological ideas to a processual social theory that also
looks at the long term, this chapter has highlighted
the traces that practices of ‘extending’ and ‘limiting’
self leave in the long term record when looking at
the permeability of spatial structures, at the physical
bodies of individuals sharing their lives with other

Conclusions
This contribution has outlined key ideas that may
become important ingredients of a non-evolutionary
theory of sharing. The importance of the human cultural imagination of how personhood can be extended
(as described by Russell Belk) has been highlighted
for understanding the cultural diversity of sharing
amongst humans. Moreover, attention has been given
to the importance of finiteness that is pre-discursively
experienced from an early age on and throughout
ones life but also realized in acts of mutually limiting
one another. Learning to let go of things and to let
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selves and at the ways of dealing with death and
the question of an afterlife. Having established that
‘sharing’ is a category of its own that deserves its
own theoretical consideration rather than being an
afterthought to gift-exchange theory, there is still a
lot to be done to flesh out a comprehensive theory of
sharing. The modest aim of this contribution has been
to show that there are shortcomings in the dominant
evolutionary approach to sharing, in particular its
focus on outcomes and its inadequate dealing with
cultural diversity. It has also tried to show that a
theory of sharing that centres around the extending
and limiting of selves can deal productively with
these shortcomings as it reinstates agency and the
open nature of social processes. For those who are
dissatisfied with the ways in which the evolutionary
paradigm is applied to phenomena such as sharing
the new approaches to sharing illustrate that there are
other ways of describing and explaining long-term,
transgenerational effects of individual social practice
and the processual nature of social life.
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